. Maximum likelihood tree under a dataset-specific GTR+G model of amino acid sequence evolution of 401 opsins and opsin related proteins and the placement of the opsin genes of the tardigrade Hypsibius dujardini (highlighted in red). Bootstrap values (from 1,000 pseudoreplicates) > 50% are given at the nodes. According to the bootstrap convergence assessment, a sufficient number of replicates has been generated ( Figure S5 . Maximum likelihood tree under a dataset-specific GTR+G model of amino acid sequence evolution of the pruned dataset LS60 (excluded taxa with leaf stability≤0.60) and the placement of the opsin genes of the tardigrade Hypsibius dujardini (highlighted in red). Bootstrap values (from 1,000 pseudoreplicates) > 50% are given at the nodes. According to the bootstrap convergence assessment, a sufficient number of replicates has been generated (table in lower left corner). G-protein-coupled receptor sequences other than opsins were used as outgroups. Bars on the right indicate the leaf stability indices derived from 1,000 ML bootstrapping trees on the full dataset (orange: LS≤0.60, light blue: LS>0.60) and from 1,000 ML bootstrapping trees after pruning of taxa with LS≤ 0.60 (dark blue). Scale bar indicates the number of substitutions per site. 
RUN_2_ls60
Figure S11. Assessment of chain convergence for two independently run Markov chains for 30,000 generations each on the pruned dataset LS60 (excluded taxa with leaf stability≤0.60) using PhyloBayes MPI v1.4f. (A) Obtained summary statistics from the bpcomp and tracecomp programs of the PhyloBayes package, in dependency on the burn-in. Color coding and assessment for convergence following the guidelines of the PhyloBayes manual (bpcomp: maxdi <0.1: good run, maxdi <0.3: acceptable run, 0.3<maxdi <1: not converged; tracecomp: maxdi <0.1 and minimum e ective size >300: good run, maxdi <0.3 and minimum e ective size >50: acceptable run). According to this, we decided to discard the first 16,000 trees. (B) Traces of the log-likelihood scores for both chains. The moving average over 100 points is highlighted with a bold line. Table S1 . Summary statistics for transcriptome library assemblies using different quality filters and software packages. Filter15: reads with more than five bases below a quality score of 15 were removed; Filter25: reads with less than 20 bases in a row with a quality score of at least 25 were removed; Filter30: reads with less than 20 bases in a row with a quality score of at least 30 were removed. CLC: CLC Genomics Workbench v5.1; IDBA iso1: IDBA-Tran v1.1.0 allowing to retain one isoforms of a transcript; IDBA iso3: IDBA-Tran v1.1.0 allowing to retain three isoforms of a transcript. 
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